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87 Parkes Lane, Terranora, NSW 2486

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 8 Type: House
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This expansive and solid property boasts breathtaking views and unparalleled privacy. With a highly versatile floor plan

that allows for flexible living arrangements this could be the ideal sanctuary to call home.   Perfectly located on a

sought-after street in Terranora, this two level property is the epitome of structural integrity featuring double bricks and

suspended concrete slab providing stability and durability.  It sits on over half an acre offering an outdoor area teeming

with potential, waiting for your creative vision to bring it to life. Currently offering a large lagoon swimming pool with

ample room to entertain and relax. Space is luxury and this is what you would have on ground level where you can enjoy

an ample living area including a large wet bar and bedroom with ensuite & built-in robe, perfect as parents retreat, guest

quarters or even for you to run your business from home. The choice is yours. On first level, you will indulge yourself in

panoramic vistas from every angle while immersing in the beauty of the surroundings. Open plan living, dining, kitchen

and three additional bedrooms complement this level.    Some features:- North facing 2218smq elevated block- Open

plan living area with functional kitchen and extra high ceilings- Second extra-large living area offering potential for dual

living- Large veranda provides the perfect setting to soak in the natural splendour all around you- Four bedrooms, all

with access to the veranda. Master with ensuite & walk-in robe.   - Full bathroom with large vanity &

bathtub- Established garden includes citrus trees and large levelled areas perfect for kids & pets to run & play- Large

double lock up garage with additional room for extra storage- Extensive driveway with room for several vehicles,

including caravan, boat, trailersBuilt to stand the test of time, this home exudes both strength and potential. Flooded with

natural light, this property is waiting for someone ready to create an impressive sanctuary.Disclaimer: All information is

provided as a convenience to you and has been provided to SR&Co Real Estate third parties. SR&Co Real Estate is unable

to definitively confirm whether the information listed is correct or 100% accurate. SR&Co Real Estate does not accept any

liability (direct or indirect). This information should not be relied upon and you should make your own enquiries and seek

legal advice.


